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Techno 15 line
aluminium

POINT 
BENDING

Profiles Techno 15 can be spot bent with a radius 
of 13 cm horizontally.

WAVE SYSTEM

For Techno 15 profiles we can use the wave 
system. Details in section no. 16

ARC BENDING

Profiles Techno 15 can be arc bent with a radius 
of 50 cm horizontally.

POINT 
BENDING

Profiles Techno 15 can be spot bent with a radius 
of 13 cm horizontally.

WAVE SYSTEM

For Techno 15 profiles we can use the wave 
system. Details in section no. 16

ARC BENDING

Profiles Techno 15 can be arc bent with a radius 
of 50 cm horizontally.

 Techno 15s is a practical single-track curtain rail from the Techno 15 line, made of a 
semicircular aluminum profile in inox and white. Recommended for direct ceiling mounting, 
thanks to which we eliminate the gap between the rail and the ceiling. It is possible to bend this 
profile only in the horizontal plane, point and in an arc, which makes it easier to move the fabric 
along the entire length of the curtain rod. We can use the wave system in this curtain rail.

 Techno 15 is a line of ceiling curtain rails that are particularly functional and aesthetic. 
Recommended in places where there is no space above the window for a classic curtain rail. 
They can be used to divide the space and cover panoramic windows. The advantage of the 
Techno 15 profile is the ease of bending in arches and angles, which means that it is easy to 
adjust to individual needs and design requirements. In Techno 15 profiles, we can use the wave 
system and the variety of hooks and buckles allows you to mount all types of decorations, 
including flexes.
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Name No. - Type          

DIRECT HANDLE ASSEMBLY FOR CEILING Techno 15 
Packed in 10 pcs. 456526 - black (plastic)

656526 - white (plastic)

856526 - inox (plastic)

END-PIECE Techno 15                                         
Packed in 10 pcs. 456110 - black (plastic)

656110 - white (plastic)

856110 - inox (plastic)

PROFILE CONNECTOR Techno 15                                            
L = 70 mm 855514 - inox (aluminium)

PROFILE Techno 15                                                                                         
profile 15x20 mm 456524 - black (aluminium)

L = 150, 175, 200, 250, 300*, 350*, 
400*, 600* mm

656524 - white (aluminium)

856524 - inox (aluminium)
* - additional transport costs

PROFILE BENT Techno 15*
Minimum bend radius - 50 cm. 456524 - black (aluminium)
Bends are individually priced, accor-
ding to the provided template or H 
and C dimensions, if the arc is along 
the radius of the circle. 
Bending only horizontally.

656524 - white (aluminium)

856524 - inox (aluminium)

Additional transport costs. Price of the profile with the service.

POINT BENDING OF THE PROFILE Techno 15*
Minimum bend radius - 13 cm.

Price of bending service. Profile price 
should be added to the service.
Bending only horizontally.

Additional transport costs. On one profile Techno 15 we make a maximum of 2 bends.

BUCKLE WITH SLIDE                                              
Packed in 50 pcs. 51507 - white
plastic 52507 - black

* - Details on request. No refunds or exchanges.
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ON REQUEST

ON REQUEST
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Name No. - Type

HOOK WITH SLIDE FOR RAIL                                 
Packed in 50 pcs. 51507/Z - white
plastic 52507/Z - black
* For string systems, we recommend a closed hook with a slide and a snail hook.

This makes it easier to remove the fabric without disassembling the string system.

SNAIL HOOK                                                         
Packed in 50 pcs. 51508 - white
plastic

SLIDE H1                                                                   
Packed in 50 pcs. 50500 - white
plastic 52500 - black
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Techno 15, 15s line
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5.5

WAVE SYSTEM
more information in section no. 16

COMPLETE WAVE SYSTEM WITH ROUND SLIDE 60 mm and 80 mm
60  Packed in 25 m. 53651/60

80  Packed in 25 m. 53651/80

60  Packed in 50 m. 53652/60

80  Packed in 50 m. 53652/80

60  Packed in 100 m. 53653/60

80  Packed in 100 m. 53653/80

                                                   Complex wave systems packed in 25m are available (surcharge 10%): for /60 - 40 zł, for /80 - 35 zł.

COMPLETE WAVE SYSTEM WITH H1 SLIDE 60 mm and 80 mm
60  Packed in 25 m. 53654/60

80  Packed in 25 m. 53654/80

60  Packed in 50 m. 53655/60

80  Packed in 50 m. 53655/80

60  Packed in 100 m. 53656/60

80  Packed in 100 m. 53656/80
                                                     Complex wave systems packed in 25m are available (no additional fee).

WAVE SYSTEM TAPE
Packed in 50 m. 53549
Width 78 mm

Tape with a marker on one edge in a shirring ratio of 1: 2 for 80 mm twine, and on the other edge in a shirring 
ratio of 1: 2 for a 60 mm twine.

80 mm

60 mm
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